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Introduction

1  What is your name?

Surname:

Given name:

2  What is your email address?

Email:

3  Do your views officially represent those of an organisation?

No, these are my personal views

If yes, please specify the name of your organisation.:

4  Which of the following best describes the group or person you represent?

Academia

If other, please specify.:

Comments

1  What are the values (environmental, social and cultural) you associate or identify with in and around Exmouth Gulf?

Please provide your comments on what information should be required here.:

Environmental - I strongly value a healthy marine ecosystem and a place where marine life can thrive. I am involved in research that shows just how important the

Gulf is for seagrasses, mangroves corals and fishes through to megafauna. It is a significant resting location for humpback whales and their calves during the

southern migration. Previous events have impacted the Gulf, such as cyclone activity, and I have witnessed the damage this caused on the western side of the

Gulf. In the face of climate change, the Gulf does not need further pressures such as coastal, port, and oil and gas development.

Social - as an educator of the marine environment, I have led many trips to the Exmouth and Ningaloo region for international students. The experiences they

have in the marine environment are mind blowing to them and something they will never forget. To risk the degradation of the region from development and

prevent future young minds from experiencing a relatively in tact marine ecosystem will be a very sad and unbelievable decision. The connection between the

Gulf and Ningaloo Reef is significant and any impacts to these area could put the World Heritage status of Ningaloo at risk and, in turn, tourism and associated

economic opportunities.

2  What activities do you engage with in and around Exmouth Gulf?

Please provide your comments on how emissions should be considered here.:

- Fish and invertebrate surveys (Reef Life Surveys)

- Megafauna research

- Diving and snorkelling

3  What environmental pressures do you observe in and around Exmouth Gulf?

Please provide your comments here.:

- boat traffic and associated underwater noise pollution

- recreational fishing

- marine debris on beaches and in the water

- severe storm/cyclonic events

- "eco" tourism e.g. swim with whale tours

4  What environmental pressures in and around Exmouth Gulf affect you/your sector or business?

Label: 

- boat traffic and associated underwater noise pollution 

- recreational fishing



- severe storm/cyclonic events 

- "eco" tourism e.g. swim with whale tours 

- marine debris on beaches and in the water

5  Are there other activities that are proposed (or likely to be proposed) that you are aware of, which will impact the Exmouth Gulf?

Label:

- Subsea 7 Pipeline Fabrication Facility

- Shire of Exmouth scheme amendments

- Gascoyne Gateway Cruise

- Multi-Use Marine Facility

- K+S Salt proposal

- Learmonth pipeline fabrication project

In particular, the damage that solar salt projects can cause is largely unknown to the general public and most Australians e.g. the discharge of highly highly

concentrated minerals and compounds back into the ocean. It is an industry that requires a lot more assessment and more rules and regulations.

Economic imperatives should not override a healthy functioning marine ecosystem.

Any future proposals, if passed after rigorous EPA assessments, should be adopting practices such as the PIANC working with nature principles where the aim

should be to improve the marine and coastal environments with development, not just offset or equal out.

6  Is there any other information you would like to provide?

Please provide your comments here.:

Put the marine environment of the Gulf first and listen to the scientists!

7  If you have any documents to include with your submission, please upload here.

Upload document here.:

No file was uploaded

Upload additional document here.:

No file was uploaded

8  Information provided.

I Agree that my submission response does not contain confidential information, and that the submission may be published in full.




